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A snapshot of WG2
❏ Total of 42 talks (19 exp+23 theory)
❏ Topics range from small-x to threshold J/psi production
❏ Theory talks

❏ Small-x spin physics: helicity, orbital angular momentum, Sivers function, …
❏ Precision on small-x saturation: forward pA, DIS, Diffractive DIS, vector meson
❏ Collinear vs small-x CGC

❏ Experiment talks 
❏ Low-x physics, diffraction, and collectivity in small systems from LHC
❏ Heavy quarkonium production from threshold to ultra-peripheral heavy ion collisions
❏ Forward hadron productions in pA collisions
❏ Baryon stopping in photonuclear reactions



Theory: overall summary
❏ Very active field, great progress in the last few years, 

and well represented in WG2 sessions
❏ Three major threads

❏ Theory advances: spin structure at small-x, diffractive parton 
distributions, CGC vs collinear factorization, etc.

❏ Precision computations in CGC: next-to-leading order for various 
small-x processes

❏ Phenomenology to interpret the experimental data



Theory I: proton spin at small-x
❏ Phenomenology very important to understand proton spin sum rule: 

all collider experiments, including EIC, have limits on the 
kinematics, where theory guidance may help to finally solve the spin 
puzzle

❏ Bartels, Ermolaev, Ryskin (BER) 1996, double logarithmic resummation 
for helicity distributions
❏ Boussarie, Hatta, Yuan 2019, extend to parton orbital angular 

momenta
❏ Kovchegov, Pitonyak, Sievert (KPS) 2016-2019 applied dipole formalism

❏ See talks by OSU group, Florian Cougoulic, Brandon Manley, Daniel 
Adamiak, Jeremy Borden, Ming Li, M Gabriel Santiago



Proton spin at small-x: updates on helicity distributions

New approach from Kovchegov et al agrees with previous BER approach (almost)

Jeremy Borden

Florian Cougoulic



Proton spin at small-x: other results

❏ Orbital angular momenta

  

❏ Quark Sivers function

Brandon Manley

M Gabriel Santiago

See also, Boussarie, Hatta, Yuan 2019

See also, Boer, Echevarria, Mulders, Zhou, 2016



Proton spin at small-x: phenomenology

Daniel Adamiak



CGC Playground: diffractive DIS

Semi-inclusive DIS Diffractive DIS Semi-inclusive diffractive DIS

Yoshitaka Hatta

Iancu, Mueller, Triantafyllopoulos (2021) 
Hatta, Xiao, Yuan (2022)



CGC Playground: diffractive DIS (NLO)

Progress made toward a complete NLO 
calculations

Jani Penttala 
Henri Hänninen 



CGC Playground: Diffractive DIS (phenomenology)
Anh-Dung Le



CGC Playground: single particle production in pA
New developments

● TMD improvement for the incoming 
parton distribution and final state 
fragmentation function 

●

State of art, NLO+threshold resummation Néstor Armesto 
TMD improved

Yossathorn Awabutr 
dipole evolved with 

KCBK

Dumitru’s talk 
on Monday



CGC Playground: two particle correlations, great effort in 
the last few years!!

Next-to-Eikonal correctionsFarid Salazar

Guillaume Beuf



CGC Playground: Impact Factors at NLO

Heikki Mantysaari Wanchen Li



CGC Playground: Photon+Jet production in pA collisions

❏ Next to leading order computation  
in progress

❏ Next-to-Eikonal corrections 

Yair Mulian

Arantxa Tymowska



CGC vs Collinear factorization

x-dependent scale, motivated by 
saturation physics, applied to collinear 
PDF global fit 

Yacine Mehtar-Tani Keping Xie 



Experiment



New results from ATLAS

Tomas Sykora
Claire Gwenlan Peter John Bussey

Andre Spoczak

Differential elastic p-p 
cross section measured 
with ALFA

Correlation of Y-meson production 
with the underlying event - substantial 
differences in particle multiplicities

ATLAS forward proton detectors

ATLAS ALFA detectors



Results from CMS

Zaochen Ye

Flattening in coherent J/Ψ production cross 
section for γ+Pb at high energies

Christophe Royon

Moisés León Coello



New results from LHCb

Thomas Beuttcher
Haowu Duan

CGC calculation to 
describe Pb+Pb at LHC

Spencer R. Klein

Issues with the Good-Walker Approach
Many examples where coherent-photoproduction happens where 
Good-Walker predicts it should not occur. The formalism needs to be 
extended to account for more complicated/realistic reactions with 
additional particles.



Latest photoproduction results from Jefferson Lab

Shivangi Prasad Lubomir Pentchev

Gluon gravitational form factors and proton mass radius 
from J/ψ photoproduction in Hall C. Mass radius smaller 
than charge radius: the proton has a dense energetic 
core

Preliminary results on differential J/ψ cross section 
from GlueX, and first look at the χc near threshold



Future at Jefferson Lab

Whitney Armstrong Zhiwen Zhao

ALERT at Jefferson Lab (scheduled for summer 2024): 
access gluon GPD of 4He through exclusive φ 
production at CLAS with new recoil detector

Precision near-threshold J/ψ and beyond (TCS, 
DDVCS, …) with SoLID - strongly endorsed by PAC, 
tentatively ~2029



Future at EIC

Kong Tu Sanjin Benić

Diffractive vector meson production at ePIC to study the 
gluon spatial distribution in nuclei

Projections for exclusive ηc and odderons - signature 
requires large-t for the proton but easier to see on nuclei



New UPC results from ALICE

Daniel Tapia Takaki

Valeri Pozdniakov

New results for t-dependence for 
incoherent J/ψ cross section in γPb, 
data with sensitivity to “gluonic 
hot-spots”

Abdennacer Hamdi

ρ0 and di-kaon from UPC

New results on J/ψ elastic 
photoproduction in γ-Pb



New results from STAR

Kong Tu
Nicole Lewis

J/ψ measurements in Au+Au UPC at 
RHIC. Strong suppression compared to 
H1 proton data.

Preliminary results on baryon stopping in 
γ+Au-rich collisions



Thank you!!!


